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14” Fan Mount Installation

Overview

Fan Mount Installation
(Steps 1-8 )

8x

3x

3x

3x

Truss Head Sheet Metal Screw - #8 x 3/4”

1x

Bolt, Semi-Gloss Black - 5/16” x 1” (18)  

6’ Step Ladder 3/8” Ratchet Set & Crescent or 1/2” Box-end Wrench

Spring Clamp Variable Speed Cordless Drill

Flat Washer, Black luster - 5/16”

Lock Nut, Stainless Steel - 5/16" (18) 

1x
ShadeScapes Fan Mounting Plate, 
Anodized Aluminum, w/ foam weather 
strip applied to back  - 3/16” x 6 1/4” x 24”

Extended Mounting Bracket, Black 
Powder Coated Steel

Kit supplied with Fan Mount

Tools Required
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4x Flat Washer, Stainless Steel - 5/16”

Installation of the 14” Durafan on a Cuscini Cabana is 
fairly straightforward. The second one will likely go faster 
than the first. The installer should be comfortable in a 
finish work environment and have some finesse in tool 
use. The anodized surface is pretty robust, but care 
should be taken to avoid scratches during installation.
Instead of mounting the mounting bracket that comes 
with the fan you will be using the extended mounting 
bracket that comes with the kit.

Work with the electrician and an electrical inspection will 
need to be coordinated. The aluminum plate can be 
mounted on the cabana corner post once the electrical 
rough-in is done. Final installation of the fan itself can be 
done after electric finish & inspection.

If there is a problem call Don at 970-234-4275, MST.
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1/8” Drill Bit

Philips #2 Tip Drill Bit

1x Anzeser Black Desk Grommet, 
pre-mounted -  1-3/4”
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Pre-Drill for Mounting Screws

The corner post will need to be accurately pre-drilled for the eight #8 trusshead, 
sheet metal mounting screws and it will be easiest to do this before other steps.
 
Align the ShadeScapes plate even with the top of the aluminum corner post and 
centered. It will be slightly proud of the edges of the post corners. Clamp bottom of 
plate with a spring clamp; check alignment at the top and pre-drill one of the top 
holes using a 1/8” bit. 

Because alignment is critical and plate can shift position during drilling, we suggest 
pre-drilling and installing screws on the diagonal corners of the plate to secure it in 
position before pre-drilling the six remaining holes.

That done, remove the two screws and proceed to attaching the fan bracket.

Attach Bracket

Attach the fan mounting bracket to the aluminum plate with two black 5/16” x 1” 
bolts and black washers with stainless steel washers and locking nut on the back 
side. Tighten appropriately. 

If electrician is not available to proceed, the assembly will need to be safely stored.

Note: this step can be done after electrical rough-in. Make sure circuit is off. 

Electric Rough-in:

Electric boxes must be 2” or less in depth to fit into the cabana corner post.

The duplex outlet at top is controlled by the switch below.

Circuit is ground-fault protected.

2

3
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Drill 2nd

Drill 1st

Two black 5/16” x 1” bolts 
with black washers.

Switch for duplex
receptical above.

Duplex receptacle
on switch below.

Ground-fault circuit.
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Plate Assembly Mounting

Mount the plate assembly to the corner post with the eight #8 truss-head sheet 
metal screws. Take it slow starting the screws into the corner post. Snug down and 
take care not to over tighten and strip threads.

Install Covers

Install in-use cover over duplex outlet and water-proof switch cover over switch.

Install Fan

Install the 14” Durafan onto the support bracket tab with the 1” x 5/16” stainless 
steel bolt, three washers — the bottom one is black, the middle and top ones are 
stainless steel — and the locknut. Tighten until fan angle can be adjusted by hand, 
but not drift. Do not lock down tight.

Adjust fan to desired downward angle and tighten nuts on the fan yoke till they hold 
the fan into position, but can still be adjusted by hand.

Pass loop of excess cord into the corner post cavity through the 1-3/4” black cable 
grommet. Leave enough slack to adjust fan position.

Set rotation speed as desired for size of cabana.

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7Fig. 7

Cut Snap-In Cover Plate (if required):

Your Cuscini cabana will likely ship with the snap-in cover plates already cut to fit 
below the 24” ShadeScapes mounting plates. 

If that is not the case, measure the length from the bottom of corner post to the 
bottom of the installed ShadeScapes TV/Fan Plate. The Cuscini corner post cover 
plate needs to be cut to this length. It would be cleanest to cut the bottom of the 
plate and leave factory edge for the top. Orient the cover plate with the “cup hinge” 
on the appropriate side, cut and install. 

The Cuscini cabana will come with an extra 24” snap-in cover plate that can be 
used as temporary filler if waiting on TV or Fan hardware.

Shorten Speed Adjust Cord:

Shorten speed adjust pull cord and reattach fob. This will allow speed to be adjust-
ed while keeping it out of the reach of small hands.

Bottom end of cover plate.

Cup-hinge edge

Save
or

recycle

Snap-in edge.
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This Fan Mount is an accessory designed and manufactured by ShadeScapes Americas for use on Cuscini cabanas only.  


